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2.2.2. ENGLISH BACK VOWELS IN COMPARISON WITH UKRAINIAN BACK 

VOWELS 

The English Vowel [R] 

In pronouncing the English [R] the tongue, compared with its neutral position, 

is retracted. The tip of the tongue is also retracted from the lower teeth. The tongue is 

very low down in the mouth. A large resonance chamber is formed in the front part of 

the mouth cavity. The back of the tongue is slightly raised towards the soft palate. 

The jaw is considerably lowered (fig. 2.23). The lips are neutral (fig. 2.24). 

The soft palate is raised as in the production of all the English vowels, the air 

passes through the mouth. This sound gives no palatagram. 

   
               Fig. 2.24. 

                 Lip-position of English [R] 
 
 
 
 

                 Fig. 2.23. 
   Tongue-position of English [R] 

The English [R] is a long tense non-labialized back vowel phoneme of the 

wide variety. 

The English [R] greatly differs from the Ukrainian [A]. In pronouncing the 

Ukrainian [A] at the beginning of a word when under stress, not only the back but 

also the front of the tongue is raised towards the roof of the mouth (approximately to 

the border between the hard and the soft palate), the tongue is held concave to the 

palate (fig. 2.25). 

 

Fig. 2.25. 
Tongue-position:  

   English [R] 
   Ukrainian [A] 
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The Ukrainian [A] is short less tense and more advanced than the English [R]. 

Many students, whose native language is Ukrainian, have a tendency: 

1. to replace the English [R] by the Ukrainian [A]; 

2. to make the English [R] short. 

A too front formation of the English [R] may be rectified by starting from the 

Ukrainian [A]. But in this case the tongue should be retracted from the lower teeth. 

The length of the vowel, which is especially long at the end of words, before sonants 

and voiced consonants, should be carefully observed. 
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